The National Sports Day (NSD) celebrations are one of the largest annual events organized by Aspire Zone
Foundation in terms of scale of activities, number of participating organizations and individuals, as well as
number of staff involved. The National Sports Day celebrations are held in February of each year and bring
together dozens of organizations and thousands of visitors of all ages. Multiple venues are used each year
to host the celebrations including Aspire Park and Public fields.

PRE-EVENT
As early as Mid-January 2016, the HSE department had started making preparations to ensure all the
sporting events that were to be held at Aspire Zone were conducted in a systematic, safe and hazard-free
environment.
As a starter, with the assistance of the AL Events Department, meetings were held with all our NSD customers,
suppliers, vendors and contractors to work out the details of the scope of their sporting activities. During
the several meetings the HSE department explained to customers and contractors the HSE requirements
and the need for Permit to Work for setting up their sporting activities in the areas allotted to them:
PTW sample forms and HSE guidelines were distributed and discussed.
HSE details and possible safety violations and hazards were discussed in order to ensure that customers

and contractors carried out their sporting events set-up in a safe and incident free environment.
Process of completing the PTW form was discussed and explained in detail.
Individual coaching was also given to customers and contractors on completing the PTW process.
From the start of the Bump-In of the sporting activities, HSE officers were deployed throughout all the
activity areas to assist the contractors on the ground in setting up their activity in a safe and secure manner.
DURING-EVENT
All 26 marked sporting areas of Aspire Zone were buzzing with activities and have attracted an unmatched
number of visitors and participants.
On the date of the event itself HSE Officers were deployed to visit and inspect all areas where activities
were in progress to ensure that the sporting activities went on smoothly without any safety hazards to the
general public at large and event organizers.
Despite the several days of preparations, set-up of activities areas by Contractors and the activities day
itself till the time of bumping-out after the NSD, there were no reports of any incidents, injuries or medical
conditions.
For this single NSD event day the HSE department handled 41 Permit to Work applications. A total of 65
HSE inspections were conducted on the NSD itself to ensure the safety of the users and the public

NSD 2016 EVENT DETAILS
•

Date: Feb 9th, 2016

•

No. of Security Staff Members : 86

•

Estimate no. of visitors: 25,000

•

No. of Organizations: 22

•

Hours of operation: 34 hours

•

Permit to Work applications: 41

•

HSE inspections conducted: 65

